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Tumbled, Electrified, Faulted 

John P Tully’s afterdeck with the Strait of Georgia Array  

of VENUS.  Two Node Pods and five instrument platforms 

were retrieved  during the August 7-14 cruise of VENUS. 

The last three months have delivered three shocking events 

for the subsea arrays on VENUS.   

 

1.  On the 5th of June, a slide on the Fraser Delta slope 

tumbled the Delta Platform three times before the connec-

tion cable was severed.  When finally located in August, it 

had travelled over 190 metres down slope, only to be depo-

sited back on its feet with all instruments on board (perhaps 

a bit bent and twisted in some cases). 

 

2.  On Friday the 13th of July, lightning hit the Institute of 

Ocean Sciences three times sending power surges through 

the Saanich Shore Station.  Surge protectors kicked in and 

we were able to get back on-line with the loss of only a few 

hours of data.  OceanWorks has since increased the level of 

lighting protection for next time. 

3.  On the 1st of August, the entire Strait of Georgia 

array ceased data delivery and Adrian Round  

diagnosed a hard fault to seawater.  Tests with cable 

engineers located the fault in one of the node bases.  

Thus, we recovered all instrument platforms and the 

node pods.  Unfortunately, the fault will require lif-

ting both bases and the connecting cable.  We are 

working hard to organize the repairs. 

 

You will notice a lot of “three’s” here.  We are con-

vinced no further incidents are possible for the time 

being.  Our thanks to the many people who have 

pitched in to help overcome each of these obstacles, 

particularly Gwyn Lintern (NRCan), Adrian 

Woodroffe (OceanWorks), and Ed Sargent (Global 

Marine Systems Ltd.). 

The lost-and-found Delta Dynamics Laboratory 

platform. Dr. Gwyn Lintern (NRCan) and the  

VENUS Ops team are assessing the platform. 

http://www.venus.uvic.ca
mailto:venus@uvic.ca
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Benthic Boundary Layer (BBL) lab on deck of the CCGS 

John P. Tully, (L-R) Chris Sundstrom (VENUS),  

Dr. Alex Hay (Dalhousie) and Denis Hedji (VENUS),  

Aug-10, 2012. 

New and Continuing Experiments in Saanich Inlet. 
 

(Dr. Alex Hay,  Dal; Dr. Richard Dewey, VENUS) 

Rhea Sunders (OSU) and Rick Noel (Rockland  

Scientific) discuss alignment of instruments  

before deploying the new suite of sensors  

to measure vertical oxygen fluxes in Saanich Inlet. 

During the most recent VENUS maintenance cruise 

(August 7-14, 2012), we deployed a number of sensor sys-

tems in Saanich Inlet both to continue and re-new some 

exciting research initiatives.  

Deployed first in February 2012, the second generation 

digital stills camera system (aka “DISCo”) was recovered, 

serviced and redeployed at exactly the same location in sup-

port of on-going research led by Jacopo Aguzzi’s team at  

Institut de Ciències del Mar (CSIS), Spain.  

Their research focuses on monitoring long-term  

variations of the benthic community in response to varia-

tions in the water property conditions. 

Two other experiments were re-located from the Strait 

of Georgia to Saanich Inlet. First is a new suite of sensors 

assembled by Dr. Alex Hay (Dalhousie) designed to moni-

tor and resolve the velocity shear and turbulence in the bot-

tom boundary layer (BBL). The new platform includes two 

upward facing RDI ADCPs (300 and 600kHz), a single 

point 6MHz Nortek Vector, a downward facing 1.2Mhz 

Nortek Aquadopp profiler, a LISST particle size analyzer, 

and a SeaBird CTD. This platform is presently deployed at 

a depth of 96m south of the Saanich Inlet node.  

Second research project that moved to Saanich 

Inlet is part of the ongoing forensic research using 

VENUS. Drs. Gail Anderson and Lynne Bell (School 

of Criminology, SFU) initiated new observation  

experiment under the HD Webcam in Saanich Inlet 

(check live video feed). 

Finally, a new instrument suite continues  

Dr. Claire Reimers’ (OSU) research to make direct  

measurements of the turbulent fluxes of oxygen to-

ward the bottom. The latest sensor package  

(MicroSquid) was assembled by Rockland Scientific of  

Victoria, and is presently deployed at 104m west of 

the Saanich Inlet Node.  

After the cruise, the Saanich Inlet array accom-

modated five platforms with 24 instruments: all live 

and collecting data. All data products (plots etc.) and 

preliminary results will be posted on our web site as 

they become available. Stay tuned, log on to VENUS. 

http://www.venus.uvic.ca
mailto:venus@uvic.ca
http://venus.uvic.ca/data/camera-stream/
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BIOL 3450 - Introduction to Aquatic Environments.  

Guelph Students Learn to Test Hypotheses Using VENUS Data. 
 

(Prof. Josef Daniel Ackerman, Dept. of Integrative Biology, University of Guelph) 

 Southern Ontario may seem like a remote place to study marine science, but the 
Department of Integrative Biology at the University of Guelph has a vibrant BSc major 
in Marine and Freshwater Biology. In 2010, I started teaching the introductory course in 
the major, BIOL 3450 Introduction to Aquatic Environments.  Students usually take 
this course in the fall semester of their third year.  This course builds on the foundation-
al first and second year courses that are typical among science degrees as well as those 
related to biology.  BIOL 3450 prepares students for more advance courses such Marine 
Ecological Processes and Limnology of Natural and Polluted Waters.  We generally have 
over 100 students enrolled, which can be 3-4 times the number of students in the major. 
 
 I chose to model this course after introductory oceanography and limnology 
courses that are common in other institutions. However, in this case I developed a  
single semester course that surveys the geology, physics, chemistry, biology, and human 
impacts of aquatic systems. Fortunately many of the topics overlap (e.g., plate tectonics, 
wind waves), others such as coral reefs have interesting analogues in freshwater micro-
bialites found in Pavilion Lake, B.C., whereas other topics are unique and need to be 
presented separately (e.g., tides, lake origin, biodiversity).   
 
 There is no laboratory or tutorial associated with the course, which is one of the 
reasons that assignments have to be as realistic as possible and provide students with 
opportunities to exercise their scientific inquiry skills.  There are two assignments in  
BIOL 3450, both of which require students to formulate their own scientific hypothesis, 
examine the appropriate null hypothesis with data they acquire, and present the results 
in the form of a short scientific paper. The first assignment is directed to the assessment 
of hypoxia in Saanich Inlet via data from VENUS and the MEOS buoy (DFO and  
Environment Canada) and the second one involves the impacts of human activities on 
freshwater ecosystems via data mining in the peer-reviewed scientific literature. 
 
 Assignment #1 was modeled after one of Professor Tunnicliffe’s assignments at 
UVic, which she was kind enough to share with me.  Guelph students use the physical 
and chemical data records to explore the temporal variation in DO (dissolved O2) and 
other parameters at the surface and at depth during the 24 hr of their last birthday as 
well as the six months prior. This provides them an opportunity to explore diurnal as 
well as seasonal patterns. They also concentrate on “relatively simple hypotheses” such 
as (1) there is no relationship between parameter x and DO, (2) there is no difference in 
DO measured at different depths (DO1, DO2, DO3), and (3) the occurrence of  
parameter hypoxia is independent of the occurrence of parameter x.  Marking the as-
signment is not based on right or wrong answers rather it is based on whether students 
apply the scientific method correctly. 
  
Feedback from the assignment has been positive over the past two years with students 
valuing the opportunity to explore something “real” in the ocean and having the chance 
to test their own hypothesis. Building on the experience, the lab will run in the 2012/13 
school year, too. We are also exploring ways in which to include VENUS in a planned 
capstone course. 

Department of Integrative 
Biology 

Contact VENUS  

for more information 

on how we can help 

you and your teaching 

needs!  

http://www.venus.uvic.ca
mailto:venus@uvic.ca
http://venus.uvic.ca/discover-venus/about-us/#contact
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VENUS, Coastal Network of the ONC Observatory  
Phone: 250-472-5366  

Fax: 250-472-5370 

Map of VENUS observing capacity. 

A UVic Business Student Works for VENUS as part of Summer Co-Op term 

In was not a typical summer job for a 3rd year  
student of the UVic’s Gustafson School of Business -  
Aaron Rosenberg. “When I was offered a job of graphic 
design assistant with VENUS, I did not know much 
about ocean science… but now I know more”, Aaron 
says looking at the newest VENUS map that he helped 
to create. A “digital native”, savvy in computer graphics 
and multimedia, “Aaron was a great fit for the summer 
job”, says his Co-Op term supervisor, Nikolai Korniyuk. 
His ability to work independently and quickly turn ideas 
into graphics helped him succeed with his projects.  

 
While at VENUS, Aaron worked to improve  

VENUS location maps for the website and print media. 
He also worked with several 3D visualization tools  
placing VENUS in the subsea setting. He initiated a  
multimedia project of his own looking at visualizing an 
event that happened to one of the VENUS seafloor  
laboratories in the Strait of Georgia this summer. Apply-
ing his experience in Cinema 4D, Aaron attempted to re-
create a subsea slide that may have happened at the delta 
site of VENUS. It was when the instrument platform 
was impacted by a sediment laden gravity currents  
causing it to flip and roll moving the platform nearly 190 
metres down the slope.  

 
It was a pleasure to work with Aaron and VENUS 

team wishes him good luck with his future endeavours.  

Mud-slinging fish 
 

(Verena Tunnicliffe, UVic) 

Katz et al. 2012 noted high turbidity at the VENUS site 

(95m) in Saanich where currents are very weak.  In the  

VENUS data they present (left), the backscatter from the 

Nortek Aquadopp represents the suspended particulates 

about 1.5m above bottom.  Currents do not appear to be 

responsible for resuspending the silt.  Read more about 

their findings that demersal fish kick up the sediments that 

slowly move into deeper water.   

 

Reference: Katz T., G., Yahel, M. Reidenbach, V. Tunni-
cliffe, B. Herut, J. Crusius, F. Whitney, B. Lazar. 2012.  
Resuspension by fish facilitates the transport and redistri-
bution of coastal sediments. Limnol & Oceanogr. 57, 945–
958. DOI:10.4319/lo.2012.57.4.0945. 

http://www.venus.uvic.ca
mailto:venus@uvic.ca
http://www.aslo.org/lo/toc/vol_57/issue_4/0945.html

